Higher education in India is in the mood of a radical change. Starting from controlling mechanism to classroom teaching, higher education is heading towards a new destination. Government of India wants to achieve quality in higher education and to bring more and more people into the fold of higher education. Unfortunately it lags behind some of the Asian countries in terms of quality and quantity. Naturally, new ideas are being incorporated into the higher education sector. Modern teaching methodology is preferred to conventional ones. Class-rooms are being decorated with modern teaching tools like computer, projector, and audio-visual systems. Virtual class rooms are reality in higher educational institutions nowadays. Massive online courses (MOOCs), huge amount of e-resources, digital books and e-books available in virtual world impel one to hug technology-based teaching learning methodology. But at the same time microscopic few can afford the luxury of IT facilities. Library, the most important learning resource centre in the higher education institutions, is to modify its role in the changing environment. Academics are to prepare themselves for ICT based teaching modules and to use e-resources for their preparation. Research and publication are getting easier but the ethical practice becomes an issue. This seminar intends to explore the complexities involved in higher education. Experts and research scholars are expected to deliberate upon the issues and the outcomes of it will add to promoting quality higher education in India.

**Target audience:** Academicians across the disciplines, LIS Professionals, Professionals of Higher Education, Research Scholars of different disciplines, Policy makers of Higher Education. Moreover, students can be a part of this knowledge exchange event.
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**SUB THEMES**

a) Changing Scenario of Higher Education in India
b) Quality Higher Education and Institutional Mechanism
c) Library as Learning Resource Centre and Its Implication in Society
d) Role of Library in Changing Scenario
e) Role of Teachers in Modern Society
f) Research Ethics and Online Resources
g) Library Services in the modern age
h) Any other relevant topics

**Key Note Speech**

**PROFESSOR A S CHANDEL**

Librarian, Sikkim Central University Gangtok, Sikkim.

**Venue**

Chandidas Mahavidyalaya, Khujutipara P.S. Nanoor, Birbhum

**About the Colleges**

Chandidas Mahavidyalaya is named after the great medieval Bengali poet of humanity Chandidas. Established in 1972 and assessed by NAAC twice in 2011 and 2016 respectively.

Shimurali Sachinandan College of Education is only Govt. aided, NCTE recognised and accredited by NAAC with grade “A” college in Nadia, imparting teachers’ training to shape the society a better one. The college made its maiden journey in 1971.

**Bus Routes**

1) Bolpur to Natunhat: Stoppage: Basapara and from Basapara take e-rickshaw to Khujutipara.
2) Burdwan to Suri via Khujutipara
3) Berhampur to Burdwan via Futisanko. Stoppage: Kakunia. Take e-rickshaw to Khujutipara
4) Katwa to Natunhat. From Natunhat to Khujutipara.
THE LIBRARY

The College Library was established along-with the establishment of the college in 1972 in order to meet the academic and research needs of the Teachers and the students. The college Library provides books, journals, magazines as well as current information on various topics to fulfill the need of the academic communities. It has built up a rich collection on all branches of Science, Arts and Commerce. It is a member of INFLIBNET N-LIST Consortium for on line subscription of e-books & e-journals. It also possesses well equipped reading rooms both for the teachers and the students separately. The library is automated equipped reading rooms both for the teachers and the students separately. The library is automated with open source KOHA software integrated with Barcode system. The catalogue of the entire collection is available through OPAC system.
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Registration on Spot:
Teacher / Librarian / Research Scholar with paper: Rs.750/
Teacher / Librarian / Research Scholar without paper: Rs.500/
Students: Rs.200/

NB: Local accommodation will only be arranged on prior intimation

Important Dates:
1) Seminar date: 28.02.2020
2) Submission of paper: 31.01.2020
3) Acceptance notification: 07.02.2020

Feel Free To Contact:
1) Md. Alamgir Khan 9434817910 / 8348905054
2) Dr. Subhas Singha Roy 8768088526 / 9083414452
3) Dr. Sambhu Nath Halder 7908434804 / 9733964714

Please send your article to
cmnationalseminar2020@gmail.com

Selected papers will be published as an edited volume with ISBN
Only presented papers with good quality will be considered for publication.

Paper Submission Guidelines
Full paper should be between 2500-3500 words.
All manuscripts should be formatted in Times New Roman 12 point font with 1.5 spacing in A4 size.
Headings should be from left margin 12 point bold font. Sub headings should be in 10 point bold font.
Statistical table, if there should be clearly titled, serially numbered and source mentioned.
Use endnotes and avoid Footnotes.

For Reference
Please follow APA 6th Edition
Standard rules against unethical practices shall apply